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From The Editor
Announcements
I want to thank everyone who responded to our last eTORUS with emails and contributions—both your kind and
encouraging words, and your financial support, help make this work possible. Also, our holiday special is still in
effect—our 5-DVD lecture set plus the 3-volume compendium The Alphabet in Genesis for $199.95, available on
our secure-server website, www.meetingtent.com. For more information on our books and DVDs, see the last page
of this newsletter.
Update on The Complementarity of Mind and Body. . .
We received our bound copy of The Complementarity of Mind and Body: Realizing the Dream of Descartes,
Einstein, and Eccles, edited by Dr. Richard Amoroso, which includes Stan’s chapter on the Meru research, “Linguistic
Cosmology.” We plan to review some of the other contributors’ chapters in the coming months. The best price we’ve
found for this book is $89, from Amazon.com (this includes free shipping from Amazon). To help Meru at the same
time, order through our direct link to Amazon: see below.
—Levanah Tenen, ed.

Meru Foundation’s Amazon.com Ordering Portal
Place your Amazon.com orders through Meru
Foundation’s Amazon portal, and Amazon will contribute
a percentage to Meru—both now and in the future.
Here is a short acronym URL for our portal, small enough
for a post-it near your computer:

tatctw.com (The Alphabet That Changed The World)
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Graphics Adapted from The Alphabet that Changed the World, with Added Comments

Six Model Hands Form the &'%$ Torus Knot and the Shushon Flower

©2010 SNT/Meru

A. The 3,10 torus knot
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The six Model Hands (line width) of the 3,10 torus knot
Computer image showing 3,10 torus knot rotating to appropriate view
The pair of “Green Hands” from the 3,10 torus knot
One Hand doubled, and the two morphed together to form a Shushon double-lily vortex
The assembly of three double-lily vortex florets into—
G. The Shushon Flower
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The root Shush or Shish means six; i.e., sixfold, and the
number 6; thus, a flower with six “florets,” or a figure with six
turns. In Six Model Hands Form the 3,10 Torus Knot and the
Shushon Flower, on the previous page, note that the
“globular” basket form of the 3,10 torus knot shown in (A) also
has a sixfold quality (visually, three “strands” emerging from
the center on the top, mirrored by three “strands” returning to
the center on the bottom). The relationship between the
Shushon Flower and the 3,10 torus knot was key to the
identification of the First Hand model as the source of the
letters.
Six Model Hands Form the 3,10 Torus Knot and the Shushon Flower

illustrates how both the 3,10 torus knot and the Shushon
Flower are formed by six flame-vortices (our “model hands”),
stepping through the entire process. Both the 3,10 torus knot
and the Shushon Flower are arrangements of “six-around-one,”
just as is called for in the first word of Genesis: Bara Shis,
“Created six.”
The inversion of the 3,10 torus knot to the Shushon Flower
parallels the inversion of a point-sphere (the Shushon Flower)
into a sphere-point (the “idealized fruit”).
At right is Point-Sphere to Sphere-Point, one part of Figure
8.2, The Tree in the Garden Through the Dimensions, from
The Alphabet that Changed the World.
A point-sphere is like a seed: all of its life potential is inside,
ready to unfurl. Thus, in the point-sphere, all six hands point
inward.
The sphere-point takes the form of a fruit: it’s an inversion of
the seed, and like a fruit, it appears in the world with all of its
features (all the fingers of its six hands, i.e., “leaves and
branches”) on the outside. It is as if the point-sphere in the
center grows on the tetrahelical tree of the central column, and
displays the sphere-point as six hands holding the fruit.
©2010 SNT/Meru

Six Model Hands Form the 3,10 Torus Knot and the Shushon Flower and Point-Sphere to Sphere-Point posters and poster elements are ©1991,
2000, 2010 SNT/Meru Foundation. Light in the Meeting Tent and Shushon Flower logo ©1986, 2004, 2010 SNT/Meru Foundation. All other text
and graphics ©2010 SNT/Meru Foundation.
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Meru DVDs and Books at www.meetingtent.com
Our full set of five Meru lectures on DVD, recorded over a critical ten-year period of this work, presents a rich
overview of our project and how it has developed, and makes an excellent gift for those interested in this work. If
you prefer both video and printed material, we offer a special package that includes both our five-DVD lecture set,
and The Alphabet in Genesis, the three-volume written compendium of Meru essays and graphics, for $199.95.
Meru Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, and contributions are tax-deductible in the US (in the manner specified by
IRS regulations). All contributions, small and large, are important to us. Meru Foundation is supported by individuals,
not institutions – and your orders and contributions are what enable our work to continue. Thank you very much for
your support.
—Levanah Tenen, ed.
For a description and to order our 5-DVD lecture video set, click here.
Click here for a description of our Alphabet in Genesis books.
To order the "DVD's plus Alphabet in Genesis" special, click here.

Thank you for reading this issue of the Meru Foundation eTORUS Newsletter.
Past issues are available online at www.meru.org/Newsletter/journalindex.html.
Meru Foundation has several different websites, each with a different focus and material:
www.meru.org Meru's original website was created in 1996, and has a large selection of essays and posters on
many different aspects of this work. Our recommended reading list is at www.meru.org/readlist.html; past
eTORUS Newsletters are archived at www.meru.org/Newsletter/journalindex.html. This is a site for leisurely
exploration; the home page also includes a PayPal button for contributions.
www.meetingtent.com Meru's secure-server website for ordering our lecture DVD's, books, and other materials,
and for making contributions via credit card. This site also includes a Meru FAQ, sample videos, and contact
information for the media.
www.meru.org/MeruIntroPacket.a.20oct08.pdf A basic introductory packet on Meru Foundation and its research,
suitable for printing. Includes a research summary, endorsements, a sample eTORUS, and bio information.
www.meruwest.org Bill Haber's web portal for Meru video clips and other media posts. You can also view and post
comments on all of our video clips on Bill Haber's YouTube site, www.youtube.com/user/filmguy2121.
www.meruwest.blogspot.com Meru Foundation blog, also run by Bill Haber.

To contact us,
please email, write, or call:
Meru Foundation
PO Box 503
Sharon, MA 02067 USA
+1-781-784-3462
meru@meru.org
www.meru.org
To unsubscribe, please send email to: Levanah Tenen <newsletter@meru.org>

For Meru Foundation DVD’s
and other materials, go to
www.meetingtent.com

